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Africa, South & Central Asia Americas & Australasia East & Southeast Asia 
India announces ban on 101 imported arms. Who 
benefits, and who loses out? – Defense News 
 
To bolster self-reliance for its defense industrial base, India on Sunday 
9th August released a list of 101 weapons and platforms that will be 
banned from import over the next seven years. The list incorporates 
major armaments such as artillery guns, assault rifles, corvettes, sonar 
systems, transport aircraft, ammunition, radars, conventional diesel-
electric submarines, communication satellites and shipborne cruise 
missiles. 
 
Libya sovereign fund to ask UN for freedom to invest billions - 
Reuters 
 
Mass Defection of Boko Haram Fighters in Cameroon – CFR 
 
A New U.S. Policy Framework for the African Century – CSIS 
 
 

Congress has secretly blocked US arms sales to 
Turkey for nearly two years – Defense News 
 
Four key members of Congress, either individually or collectively, have 
quietly frozen all major U.S. arms sales to Turkey for nearly two years 
in a move to pressure Ankara to abandon its Russian-built S-400 air 
defense system, Defense News has learned. The legislative action, 
which has not been previously reported, is another sign of the deeply 
fractured relationship between the two NATO allies, a disruption that 
has already led to Turkey’s expulsion from the F-35 joint strike fighter 
program. 
 
Canada’s military launched operation to “shape” opinion amid 
pandemic – WSWS 
Bolsonaro and the generals: will the military defend Brazil’s 
democracy? – Financial Times 
Second OPV ARA Piedrabuena of Argentinian Navy has entered 
the water for the first time – Navy Recognition 
Australia releases industrial capability priority implementation 
plan – Army Technology 

China holds military exercises near Taiwan in warning 
to US – Financial Times 
 

Tensions mount in region as Taipei announces 10% increase in 
defence budget.  
 
China’s military said on Thursday it conducted exercises near Taiwan 
“to safeguard national sovereignty” in the face of rising US diplomatic 
exchanges with Taipei, underlining mounting tensions in the region.  
 
NIMBYs and pacifists thwart Japan’s military plans – The 
Economist 
South Korea announces plans for an aircraft carrier as tensions 
rise in the Indo-Pacific – The Telegraph  
South China Sea: why did Duterte bar Philippine military from US 
exercises? – South China Morning Post 
Cambodia, Malaysia boost military ties – Phnom Penh Post 
Singapore Navy frigate takes part in group sail with five ships – 
Naval Technology   
Taiwan to raise defence spending as China details combat drills – 
Reuters  

Eastern Europe Middle East Western Europe & The Nordics 
Turkey Seeks to Boost Presence in Montenegro- 
Balkan Insight    
 
Ankara and Podgorica announced plans to boost diplomatic, defence 
and economic relations as Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu 
visited Podgorica as part of efforts to increase Turkey’s involvement in 
the Balkan country. 
 
Balkan States Find Prosecuting Terrorism a Challenge – Balkan 
Insight 
 
Ukrainian Army takes delivery of BTR-4E armoured personnel 
carriers – Defence Blog 
 
Belarus mobilizes 3,000 soldiers over invasion concerns – 
Defence Blog 
 

Ukraine plans to buy three batteries of Neptune coastal missile 
system –  Defence Blog 

Israel and UAE strike historic deal to normalise 
relations – BBC 
 
Israel and the United Arab Emirates have reached a deal to normalise 
relations, with Israel agreeing to suspend its controversial plans to 
annex parts of the occupied West Bank. In a surprise statement by US 
President Donald Trump, who helped broker it, the countries called the 
accord "historic" and a breakthrough toward peace. Until now Israel 
has had no diplomatic relations with Gulf Arab countries. But shared 
worries over Iran have led to unofficial contacts between them. 
 
Lebanon parliament approves sweeping powers for the army – Al 
Jazeera  
 
Iraqi Kurdistan in the US-Iraq strategic dialogue: Re-evaluating 
security sector reform – Middle East Institute 
 
Armenia-Azerbaijan Tensions - MEMRI 
 
Pompeo acted properly in Saudi arms sale – Defense News 

France reinforces military presence in Eastern 
Mediterranean – Janes 
 
France is temporarily increasing its military presence in the Eastern 
Mediterranean, with two Rafale combat aircraft deployed to Souda, 
Crete, soon to be followed by the helicopter carrier Le Tonnerre 
following recent Turkish exploratory drilling in an area between Cyprus 
and Greece. 
 
German defense minister: Planned US troop withdrawal 
‘regrettable’ – Military Times 
 
Spain’s Indra gets a key role in new Eurofighter radar 
development – Defense News 
 
Netherlands to Buy Raytheon AMRAAM – European S&D 
 
Covid-19: Finland announces delay to HX acquisition process – 
Janes 
 
Saab prepares GlobalEye bid for South Korea – Janes 

Regional Insights: August 14th, 2020 
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ASPI (Australia) 
• The internal risks to Australia’s new defence strategy 

• Defence and industry could fund cutting-edge 
university research with Five Eyes allies 

• Vietnam’s Response to the United States’ Changing 
Approach to the South China Sea 

• The Cost of Defence 2020-2021. Part 1: ASPI 2020 
Strategic Update Brief 

• Confronting a foreboding future: the French army’s 
strategic vision 

 

ATLANTIC COUNCIL (USA) 
• Ukraine must address the legal ambiguity enabling 

Putin’s not-so-secret war 

• NATO’s progress on burden sharing remains strong 

• The Maduro Regime’s Illicit Activities: A Threat to 
Democracy in Venezuela and Security in Latin 
America 

• Energy security in the era of hybrid warfare 

• Event recap: Navigating Pakistan’s national security 
challenges 

• Can new legislation revive Ukraine’s defense 
reforms? 

• Alliance power for cybersecurity 
 

BELFER CENTRE FOR SCIENCE AND 
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS (USA) 

• Defense Spending, the U.S. Military Drawdown, and 
More: Assessing the German-American Relationship 
at a Critical Juncture 

• The Arctic Needs Better Cross-sector Crisis-related 
Collaboration 

• Beware the Guns of August—in Asia: How to Keep 
U.S.-Chinese Tensions From Sparking a War 

 

BROOKINGS (USA) 
• You wouldn’t know it from the coverage, but most 

Germans are fine with Trump’s withdrawal of US 
troops 

• Rightsizing the Afghanistan mission 

• Lebanon as Paradise Lost 
 

CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL 
PEACE (USA) 

• The Army in Indian Military Strategy: Rethink Doctrine 
or Risk Irrelevance 

CFR (USA) 

• To the Brink With China 

• What to Know About the Crisis in Mali 

• What Is Hezbollah? 
 

CNAS (USA) 
• Next Generation Defense Strategy: Space 

• Slaughter in the East China Sea 

• Institutional Roadblocks to the Defense Department’s 
Adoption of AI 

• The Resilience of Sino-Russian High-Tech 
Cooperation 

• Export Controls Are Bigger and Broader. But Are We 
Safer? 

 

HERITAGE FOUNDATION (USA) 
• China Uses HHS Secretary Azar's Taiwan Trip as 

Opportunity to Test US 

• Nine Reasons Congress Should Nix the Air Force's F-
15EX 

• Cracks in the Hull—Urgent Action Required to Ensure 
the U.S. Navy’s Role in Great-Power Competition 

• Developing a Clear Path for Homeland Missile 
Defense 

• Administration Ramps Up Use of Defense Production 
Act 

• NATO in the 21st Century: Preparing the Alliance for 
the Challenges of Today and Tomorrow 

• Withdrawing from Germany - Consolidating EUCOM's 
Combat Power 

• How Navy Could Turn USS Bonhomme Richard 
Catastrophe to Its Advantage 

• Let's Keep the NDAA Focused on Defense 
 

HUDSON INSTITUTE (USA) 
• The End of American Illusion 

• Modernizing the Missile Technology Control Regime 

• Thinking Hard About Missile Defense 

• The Quad Must Strengthen and Support Taiwan 
 

IISS (UK) 
• 5G debate: security challenges still ahead 

• US military presence in Europe: posturing for global 
success, risking regional ties 

• British Army tank upgrade: weighing the prospects 

• Europe and the Belarusian moment 

KAS (Germany) 
• Cyber warfare: Communication and security of 

society and business in times of digitalization 
 

RAND CORPORATION (USA) 
• What to Watch to Understand the Sino-Iranian 

Relationship 

• Missing in Japan's Deterrence Debate 

• What Does Vietnam Think About America's Indo-
Pacific Strategy? 

• Negotiating with Great Powers on Nuclear Arms 

• What Strategic Decisions on the Horizon for the 
Department of Defense Can Best Be Shaped 
Through Wargaming? 

 

RUSI (UK) 
• Belarus: No Easy Answers 

• Twelve Years Since the August War, Georgia Still 
Faces Russian Aggression 

• Imran Khan’s Pakistan and its Strategic Relevance 
for the UK 

• Assessing Communications-Based Activities to 
Prevent and Counter Violent Extremism 

• Australia’s Defence Strategic Update: It’s All About 
China 

• The Worm is in the Fruit: A Rising Strategic Foe 
Inside NATO 

Global Think Tanks Report: August 14th, 2020 
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